It is raining today and no such luck as stumbling upon a newborn fawn as I did yesterday. So these new leaves will have to do, but I like them… and they are happening everywhere.

Astrologically we are still roughly where we have been, but with a loosening of tension all round plus we should be starting to make some sense from what we have just been through… the last week or even longer.

In other words we can start to get a handle on what is happening with us and perhaps even talk about it, put it into words. There is a lot to take in, so I am telling myself to relax, and go slow. It will all sink in over the next few days and start to make more sense.

“Make sense” means we are grounding it out to the practical how-we-live-our-life level and not just all out of our body as we have been. However, in general we remain in a more-or-less out-of-body state when it comes to practical connected action. We are in the ‘drawing conclusions’ state or just entering that state. We have not concluded and therefore have not come to a conclusion of this particular period of time.